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Centralized management of order and product quantities across your sales channels, 

utilizing storage facilities.)

Serialized product tracker, UPC (barcode), and RMA processing.

Bundling products using SKU and Master SKU.

Streamlined supply chain management, inventory control, and order processing within 

a single platform.

Efficient management of storage and location, both physical and virtual.

Inventory forecasting.

Manufacturing & Bill of materials (assemble disassemble).

Refurbishing Effective handling of shipping logistics.

Comprehensive management of sales representatives’ commissions.

Accurate per-order profit calculation.

NEW G SOLUTION IS AN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT AND ERP SOFTWARE DESIGNED BY 
INDUSTRY INSIDERS SPECIFICALLY TO MEET ALL YOUR E-COMMERCE B2B WHOLESALERS, 

MANUFACTURERS, AND DISTRIBUTORS' REQUIREMENTS

NEW G SOLUTION IS AN INVENTORY MANAGEMENT AND ERP SOFTWARE DESIGNED BY 
INDUSTRY INSIDERS SPECIFICALLY TO MEET ALL YOUR E-COMMERCE B2B WHOLESALERS, 

MANUFACTURERS, AND DISTRIBUTORS' REQUIREMENTS

ERP INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
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Set up storages for various physical locations or virtual spaces enabling you to segregate your 
products for effortless management and seamless synchronization of quantities with your chosen 
storages and sales channels

STORAGES

MULTIPLE STORAGES

STORAGE 1

STORAGE 2

STORAGE 1
AMAZON FBA

DEFECTIVE
(RMA)

3PL

UNDER
CHECK
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Structure your products with the capability to incorporate specificities such as:

1- Product-as-a-service option (pertaining to non-quantity aspects like labor)

2- Multiple variations (e.g., colors, sizes)

3- Selection of cost method (FIFO, LIFO, Average cost, Movement Average cost, specific 

4- Main category and additional category

5- Enable Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) functionality

6- Tax applicability

7- Dimensions and weight information

PRODUCTS

CATEGORIES

(Yes or No)

(Yes or No)

identification cost for serialized products)
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Automatically receive orders from your 
sales channels and synchronize 
quantities as quickly as possible based on 
the sales channel's availability

Distribute your products across sales 
channels as bundles by establishing a 
master SKU for multiple SKUs or varying 
quantities

Receive notifications in the event of losses 
within your orders factoring in the cost 
method of the products and accounting 
for deductions such as shipping and 
ecommerce fees

ORDER
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Establish integration with shipping carriers to generate 
shipping labels, automatically save shipping labels, 
shipping costs and tracking numbers in the order

Trigger the "Ready for Fulfillment" status as soon as the 
order is confirmed and ready for shipping preparation

The system will automatically dispatch an invoice and 
produce a packing list (excluding prices, featuring only 
quantities and serial numbers)

By integrating with shipping companies the system will store the shipping label within the order view. 
Additionally, it will automatically include the tracking number on the invoice and retrieve the shipping 
cost. This feature provides the option to append the shipping cost amount to the order, particularly if  the 
customer is responsible for covering the shipping expensesB

Multiple filters (order number, ID buyer name, 
username) available for effortlessly locating orders 
originating from all sales channels

ORDER
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Utilize the barcode scanner for all transactions involving UPC serial numbers, or Master 

SKUs ,(barcode):

Ordering and quotations.

Billing and purchase orders.

Inventory adjustments.

Transferring products between storages.

Returns or RMAs.

BARACODE AND
 SERIAL SCANNINIG 
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View your order-specific profits, accounting for deductions such as e-commerce fees, promotions, and 
shipping costs based on the assigned product cost methods

Even if an order arrives as a Master SKU from an e-commerce source, the system will allocate the sales 
amount proportionally according to the selling prices, maintaining the same percentage distribution 
across the entire order

PROFIT PER ORDER
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Rorder notifications:
for reordering products when their assigned quantities are reached

REORDER AND FORECASTING

Forcasting:
The system will prompt reordering based on the quantities sold within a time frame of your choosing, 
allowing you to compare against your available stock
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Generate a Master SKU to package multiple products under a single SKU for selling across your sales 
channels
Generate a master SKU to package multiple quantities of the same product together, enabling sales 
across your sales channels

MASTER SKU

Following the sales, the system will allocate the sales amount among the sold SKUs, taking into account 
the respective percentage value of each product within the master SKU
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DASHBOARD & COMMISSION
View essential information on the dashboard:

Monthly sales

Monthly purchases

Monthly profit

Sales order channel summary

Allocate commissions for your sales representatives by designating either a percentage or a 

specific dollar amount at the category  product, or variant level

Notifications

Top 5 products in demand

Monthly cash flow within the same year
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B2B
For B2B Environments:

B2B Portal

Allocate your customers to the designated pricing levels established

Organize all customer details within their accounts through tabs (contacts, documents, notes, 

orders, payments, statements, RMA)

Generate credit and debit memos

Maintain statements displaying balances, orders, payments, credit or debit memos, and returns
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B2B PORTAL
Empower your customers by granting them access to specific products for sale through storage 

assignments. By signing in to the portal, they can view prices tailored to them, as well as access 

their  complete order history, returns, RMAs, and statements

Manage your B2B portal

Theme

Banners

Adding pages

Taxes

Shipping: Assign minimum amount to 

get free shipping extra charge for express 

shipping
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PAYMENT
Obtain the most competitive credit card and ACH fees by utilizing our effortless integrated 

payment gateway

Generate multiple payment methods for streamlined tracking purposes

Validate the payment upon its reception through a confirmation step

Competitive pricing for credit card rates and ACH fees is influenced by three key factors

Either a flat rate or an interchange-based model

1- Our chosen plan

2- Online transactions or terminal usage

3- Transaction volume
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MANUFACTURING AND
REFURBISHING

The system will consider all utilized products and services (labor...ETC) throughout transactions 

(assembly, disassembly, and refurbishing) incorporating components from storage or external 

sources for project processes and final products.

A Bill of Materials (BOM) is a structured list 

of components needed to create a product 

detailing their quantities and relationships

Label your components by placing them 

within a component category or 

designated storage.

Generate a fresh product through the 

assembly of various products and services.

Break down a single product into multiple 

individual products through disassembly.
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INTEGRATION

Integrate our software with numerous 

other apps seamlessly and effortlessly, 

offering a broad range of settings that 

align with your specific business 

requirements

Display all potential errors that could hinder any transactions from being processed in the 

integrated software
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PERMISSIONS AND
 PROCESSED BY

Authorize your users with the permissions you have in mind for all transactions, reports, and menu 

tabs. This includes granting access  to data of other users. Achieve this by establishing both 

individual or grouped permissions for the actions of:

View

Edit

Delete

Secure your employees' accounts by associating them with specific IP addresses for login 

restrictions
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REPORTS
 Extensive range of categorized reports offering numerous filters along with the capability to

export to Excel or PDF
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OTHER INCOME
AND EXPENSES

Categorize and manage your monthly expenses. Categorize and manage your other sources of 

income

EXPENSES
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 In the “ Refunded” status,
 the system will move the

 quantity to the RMA
 storage and  generate a
customer credit memo

RMA

Creat Customer RMA

Rejected:
just close the transaction

 In the “Approved” status, the
 system will deduct the quantity
from your selected storage and
allocate it to the RMA storage

Pending for check

In the “ Refunded” status, 
the system will deduct the 
quantities from the RMA 
storage and generate a 
supplier credit memo

Creat supplire RMA

In the “Rejected” status,
the system will simply 
deduct the quantities 
from the RMA storage

In the “Approved” status, the
system will deduct the quantity 

from your RMA storage and
allocate it to the selected storage

Pending for check
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